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Abstract

The current study investigated the influential role of infant avoidance on links between maternal caregiving behavior and trajectories at risk for
psychopathology. A sample of 153 children, selected for temperamental reactivity to novelty, was followed from infancy through early childhood. At 9 months,
infant avoidance of fear-eliciting stimuli in the laboratory and maternal sensitivity at home were assessed. At 36 months, maternal gentle discipline was
assessed at home. Children were repeatedly observed in the lab with an unfamiliar peer across early childhood. A latent class growth analysis yielded three
longitudinal risk trajectories of social reticence behavior: a high-stable trajectory, a high-decreasing trajectory, and a low-increasing trajectory. For infants
displaying greater avoidance, 9-month maternal sensitivity and 36-month maternal gentle discipline were both positively associated with membership in the
high-stable social reticence trajectory, compared to the high-decreasing social reticence trajectory. For infants displaying lower avoidance, maternal sensitivity
was positively associated with membership in the high-decreasing social reticence trajectory, compared to the low-increasing trajectory. Maternal sensitivity
was positively associated with the high-stable social reticence trajectory when maternal gentle discipline was lower. These results illustrate the complex
interplay of infant and maternal behavior in early childhood trajectories at risk for emerging psychopathology.

Risk for psychopathology can emerge across development
via multiple pathways and mechanisms, including those
endogenous to the child and exogenous characteristics of
the surrounding environment. Moreover, characteristics of
the surrounding environment and their impact on outcomes
are often influenced by within-child factors. Certain patterns
of infant temperament, or one’s behavioral and emotional re-
activity, may in some instances be a risk factor for the devel-
opment of psychopathology (Fox, Henderson, Rubin,
Calkins, & Schmidt, 2001; Rothbart & Bates, 2006). For in-
stance, temperamental reactivity to novelty and its concomi-
tants are associated with later social withdrawal and risk for
internalizing disorders (Degnan, Henderson, Fox, & Rubin,
2008; Ollendick, Greene, Weist, & Oswald, 1990). In addi-
tion, social reticence, defined as unoccupied onlooking be-

havior with unfamiliar peers, has been linked with risk for in-
ternalizing disorders, as well as early temperamental
reactivity (Degnan et al., 2014; Fox, Henderson, Marshall,
Nichols, & Ghera, 2005). While the onset of clinical disorder
is often predicted by problematic patterns of behavior and af-
fect (Rapee, Schniering, & Hudson, 2009), not all children
who display social reticence continue along this path or de-
velop internalizing disorders (for a review, see Degnan &
Fox, 2007). Thus, exploring factors associated with the main-
tenance of or declines in social reticence may clarify the link
between temperamental reactivity to novelty and risk for psy-
chopathology (e.g., Chronis-Tuscano et al., 2009; Degnan,
Almas, & Fox, 2010; Frenkel et al., 2015). This can best be
accomplished by examining observed, multilevel (i.e., indi-
vidual and dyadic) measures of behavior, allowing for a
rich description of the influence of within-child characteris-
tics on the surrounding environment in relation to both adap-
tive and maladaptive outcomes. This is a main goal of devel-
opmental psychopathology research (Cicchetti, 1984;
Cicchetti & Toth, 1997; Kuperminc & Brookmeyer, 2006).
Furthermore, to truly capture the developmental processes
underlying continuity and change in behavior, repeated ob-
servation of children is necessary (Cicchetti & Bukowski,
1995). Thus, the current study examined the influence of
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endogenous factors (i.e., infant behavior) on the relations
between maternal caregiving behaviors in infancy and tod-
dlerhood and longitudinal risk trajectories of social reticence
with unfamiliar peers across early childhood. This approach,
selecting and longitudinally following temperamentally ex-
treme children, allows for the examination of children who
are especially influential on their own rearing context, alter-
ing transactions between the rearing environment and trajec-
tories of risk and resilience.

Developmental Pathway to Social Reticence

Temperament theory suggests that individual differences in
reactivity to novelty are present throughout the lifespan, but
may manifest differently across time due to developmental
changes and experiences (Fox, Henderson, Rubin, et al.,
2001; Rothbart & Bates, 2006). For instance, negative reac-
tivity to novelty in early infancy is associated with behavioral
inhibition in toddlerhood, defined by an apprehension to and
withdrawal from novelty (Calkins, Fox, & Marshall, 1996;
Fox, Snidman, Haas, Degnan, & Kagan, 2015; Kagan, Rez-
nick, Clarke, Snidman, & Garcia-Coll, 1984). Studies of
the physiological and neural underpinnings of this reactivity
(Pérez-Edgar & Fox, 2005) suggest that biology of the infant
and young child is implicated in the maintenance of these in-
dividual tendencies over time. Avoidance of novelty/threat is
reflected in heightened startle response and elevated neural
discrimination of novelty (Barker, Reeb-Sutherland, & Fox,
2014; Marshall, Reeb, & Fox, 2009), as well as observed be-
havior marked by attempts to flee from the triggering, omi-
nous stimulus. These physiological and behavioral markers
of avoidance, if maintained across early development, may
serve to reinforce responses to threat, leading to a sustained
pattern of behavioral inhibition in toddlerhood, social reti-
cence over time, and risk for anxiety disorders (Fox, Hender-
son, & Marshall, 2001; Fox et al., 2005). A key symptom of
anxiety disorders is avoidance of the threatening stimulus or
situation, which increases an individual’s functional impair-
ment (Rapee et al., 2009). It is important to note that avoid-
ance behavior may represent both a response and an observed
strategy that coincides with an inhibited temperament, but
does not constitute in and of itself a temperamental subtype
or anxiety disorder.

When young infants are presented with novel stimuli,
around 15% of typically developing infants display higher
levels of negative affect and motor behavior (i.e., negative re-
activity to novelty). Previous work with infants identified as
negative reactive to novelty at 4 months of age reports greater
observed avoidance behavior (i.e., attempts to escape or lack
of approach) in the presence of fear-eliciting, novel stimuli at
9 months of age (Hane, Fox, et al., 2008). As infants transi-
tion into toddlerhood, avoidance behaviors are often associ-
ated with behaviorally inhibited temperament, defined by
an apprehension to novelty and withdrawal from unfamiliar
situations or persons (Fox, Henderson, Rubin, et al., 2001;
Kagan et al., 1984). Infants and young children with behav-

ioral inhibition display a pattern of autonomic and behavioral
responses that parallels those seen in rodents or nonhuman
primates post-fear conditioning, such as higher heart rate, re-
duced heart rate variability, elevated cortisol and startle re-
sponses, and freezing or avoidance when confronted with pre-
sumably threatening stimuli (Fox et al., 2005). Then, as
children get older and peers become increasingly salient,
avoidant behaviors become more frequent in response to
the social context, with many behaviorally inhibited young
children transitioning to the display of social reticence in
the context of unfamiliar and, sometimes familiar, peers (Ru-
bin, Coplan, & Bowker, 2009). When these social behaviors
are maintained across development, they can lead to peer re-
jection, negative self-image, increasing loneliness, and risk
for social withdrawal and social anxiety in early adolescence
and adulthood (Rubin et al., 2009).

Social reticence, the display of unoccupied, onlooking,
and hovering behaviors with unfamiliar peers, is thought to
stem from an underlying conflict between desires to both ap-
proach and avoid social interaction (Coplan, Rubin, Fox, Cal-
kins, & Stewart, 1994; Rubin, Burgess, & Hastings, 2002;
Rubin, Hastings, Stewart, Henderson, & Chen, 1997). Re-
peated exposure to this conflict may reinforce physiological
reactivity and avoidance behaviors, leading to the mainte-
nance of, or an increase in, levels of social reticence and so-
cial withdrawal across development (Fox, Henderson, &
Marshall, 2001). In contrast, there is extensive evidence,
across selected and unselected samples, for discontinuity in
the display of such behavior across development, suggesting
that exogenous, contextual factors work in concert with child
temperament to influence trajectories of social reticence over
time (see Degnan et al., 2010; Degnan & Fox, 2007, for re-
views). Not every child with heightened reactivity and avoid-
ant behavior will evidence maladaptive developmental out-
comes, such as clinical anxiety disorders.

Studies examining the multifinality of social reticence and
related constructs have consistently reported multiple devel-
opmental patterns of adult- or peer-reported internalizing
problems or social withdrawal across childhood (Booth-
LaForce & Oxford, 2008; Letcher, Smart, Sanson, & Toum-
bourou, 2009; Oh et al., 2008). However, tracking longitu-
dinal patterns of observed social behavior is difficult, because
measures and assessment tools are typically altered across de-
velopment to use age-appropriate stimuli or paradigms.

A recent study observed social behavior with unfamiliar
peers repeatedly in similar paradigms across early childhood,
using the current well-characterized sample, selected in terms
of negative and positive reactivity to novelty in infancy (Deg-
nan et al., 2014). Social reticence observed repeatedly with an
unfamiliar peer across similar contexts at 24, 36, 48, and 60
months of age was examined to explore the possibility for
multiple longitudinal patterns, while behavioral inhibition
at 24 and 36 months was examined as a predictor of the lon-
gitudinal patterns and parent-reported behavior problems at
60 months were examined as outcome measures. Three longi-
tudinal patterns (i.e., trajectories) were found. Approximately
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59% of children displayed greater toddler behavioral inhibi-
tion, with 16% proceeding to follow a longitudinal pattern
characterized by the maintenance of higher social reticence
with a novel peer throughout early childhood (high-stable so-
cial reticence trajectory and 43% following a pattern charac-
terized by declines in social reticence across time (high-
decreasing social reticence trajectory). Finally, about 41%
of children displayed lower toddler behavioral inhibition
and proceeded to follow a pattern of consistently lower, but
increasing social reticence across time (low-increasing social
reticence trajectory).

Maternal report of behavior problems at 60 months of age
differentiated the trajectories. The high-stable social reticence
trajectory evidenced the highest level of 60-month internaliz-
ing behavior problems. The low-increasing social reticence
trajectory evidenced the highest level of 60-month externaliz-
ing behavior problems. The high-decreasing social reticence
trajectory evidenced low levels of both 60-month internaliz-
ing and externalizing behavior problems (Degnan et al.,
2014). Thus, both the high-stable and the low-increasing so-
cial reticence trajectories displayed risk for emergent psycho-
pathology by 60 months of age, while the high-decreasing
trajectory appears to display a pattern of resilience (Degnan
& Fox, 2007). While 10% and 8% of the overall sample
were above the borderline-clinical cutoffs for internalizing
and externalizing disorders, respectively, the high-stable tra-
jectory evidenced 24% above the cutoffs for internalizing dis-
orders and the low-increasing trajectory evidenced 13%
above the cutoffs for externalizing disorders. While Degnan
et al. (2014) described the existence of multiple longitudinal
patterns of social reticence and their links to early behavioral
inhibition and later behavior problems, the present study ex-
tends this work to investigate the differential influence that
early child observed regulatory strategies have on the link be-
tween contextual factors and the development of these path-
ways toward risk and resilience. Specifically, 9-month ob-
served infant avoidance behavior was examined for its
influence on maternal caregiving behaviors in infancy and
toddlerhood and their relations to the longitudinal risk trajec-
tories of social reticence across early childhood.

Maternal Behavior as Influenced by Child
Temperament

Along with temperament, the context in which development
occurs is an integral factor for the development of social be-
havior and psychopathology (Degnan et al., 2010; Nigg,
2006). Previous research and theoretical reviews suggest
that direct effects of the environment are modest, while inter-
actions between endogenous (e.g., temperament) and exo-
genous (e.g., caregiving behavior) factors are more likely to
impact outcomes such as psychopathology and social reti-
cence than either one alone (Lewis-Morrarty et al., 2014;
McLeod, Wood, & Weisz, 2007; Rubin et al., 2009). One
of the most common environmental factors examined in the
socialization literature is maternal caregiving behavior.

From birth, caregivers’ cyclical engagement and disengage-
ment of infants’ attention helps infants learn how to self-
regulate by externally altering their arousal levels (Calkins,
1994). Maternal caregiving behaviors are concurrently asso-
ciated with levels of infant reactivity and distress (Feldman,
Magori-Cohen, Galili, Singer, & Louzoun, 2011; Hane &
Fox, 2006; Moore & Calkins, 2004). However, little work
has clarified how these maternal behaviors are influenced
by children’s reactivity and how maternal behavior may
show differential influence on adaptation or risk for clinical
disorder for children with different temperamental profiles.

In reaction to a child displaying negative reactivity and
fear, a sensitive caregiver might quickly attend to the child’s
reactivity, focus on it, and the influence of the child is man-
ifest in the caregiver’s response (e.g., removing the stimulus
or removing the child from the situation). This sort of respon-
siveness and sensitivity to infants’ emotional signals is con-
sidered ideal in many settings and for less reactive children
to reduce the child’s distress in the short term. However, re-
search indicates that for infants temperamentally reactive to
novelty, a continued pattern of this type of protectiveness,
or heightened focus on the infants’ emotions, may serve to re-
inforce child wariness and avoidance toward situations per-
ceived as stressful (e.g., novel social encounters), rather
than decrease such reactivity over time. A growing body of
research has demonstrated links between oversolicitous, over-
protective, intrusive, or controlling parenting and greater tod-
dler inhibition, less peer social engagement, preschool social
reticence, as well as social anxiety (e.g., Degnan, Henderson,
et al., 2008; Edwards, Rapee, & Kennedy, 2010; Lewis-
Morrarty et al., 2012; Penela, Henderson, Hane, Ghera, &
Fox, 2012; Rubin et al., 2002). Other research has reported
that maternal sensitivity, warmth, and responsiveness to chil-
dren reactive to novelty are associated with less inhibited,
more socially adaptive behavior across development, espe-
cially in a nonemotional context (e.g., Hane, Cheah, Rubin,
& Fox, 2008; Wood, McLeod, Sigman, Hwang, & Chu,
2003). In contrast, some work has shown that sensitive/
warm parenting also has been linked with greater inhibition
and shyness (e.g., Eggum et al., 2009; Kagan, Arcus, & Snid-
man, 1993; Park, Belsky, Putnam, & Crnic, 1997), likely be-
cause the sensitive behavior observed in these studies served
to reinforce the children’s reactivity and did not guide the
children to approach the source of their reactivity (Grady &
Karraker, 2014). Overall, parents who respond to their chil-
dren’s reactivity to novelty by guiding them to engage with
the world around them may, over time, help reduce their reac-
tivity to novelty (Wood et al., 2003) by decreasing their atten-
tion bias to potential threat and promoting exploration (Fox
et al., 2005; Muris, van Zwol, Huijding, & Mayer, 2010).
This claim has been supported early in development, as
mothers who displayed low encouragement to approach
during a structured task in response to their infants’ fear
(6 months) had infants who concurrently displayed greater
avoidance behavior (Crockenberg & Leerkes, 2006; Murray
et al., 2008). In addition, maternal protective behavior has
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been shown to maintain fear in highly distressed toddlers, es-
pecially when the protective behavior was shown in response
to the toddler’s distress (Buss & Kiel, 2011). Thus, for chil-
dren temperamentally reactive to novelty, there may be an op-
timal level of maternal sensitivity associated with adaptive
behavior, while sensitivity that is too high or too low in-
creases risk for internalizing disorders, such as anxiety
(Mount, Crockenberg, Bárrig Jó, & Wagar, 2010). However,
it is important to note that variations in the influence of ma-
ternal sensitivity appear to be dependent on the age of the
child and the nature of the interactive context.

Additional work with older children has examined mater-
nal discipline style (e.g., gentle guidance vs. power assertion)
in relation to children’s social and emotional outcomes, as
well as risk for psychopathology. While maternal discipline
is more often related to child compliance, disruptive behavior,
or conscience development (e.g., Degnan, Calkins, Keane, &
Hill-Soderlund, 2008; Kochanska, Askan, & Joy, 2007), a fo-
cus on discipline style may have important implications for
children who are negatively reactive to novelty and their
risk for internalizing disorders. A number of studies have
shown that reactive (i.e., fearful) children exposed to gentle
and supportive discipline techniques, such as polite sugges-
tions and playful comments rather than direct commands
and assertions (i.e., emphasized indirect parenting behaviors
and deemphasized direct behaviors), are better able to inter-
nalize rules and develop conscience (e.g., Kochanska,
1997). While greater conscientiousness and internalization
of rules is often thought of as an adaptive developmental
milestone, it may be linked to maladaptive outcomes for cer-
tain children. Regulatory skills that are supportive of con-
science development, such as inhibitory control, also support
risk for anxiety in behaviorally inhibited children (e.g.,
White, McDermott, Degnan, Henderson, & Fox, 2011). In
addition, similar to studies on maternal sensitivity, both con-
trolling (e.g., Hane, Cheah, et al., 2008; Lewis-Morrarty
et al., 2012) and overly supportive (i.e., oversolicitous) mater-
nal behaviors (e.g., Degnan, Henderson, et al., 2008; Luebbe,
Kiel, & Buss, 2011) have been associated with increased in-
ternalizing symptoms for children with greater behavioral in-
hibition. Therefore, the same maternal behaviors that help
children learn to internalize rules and become conscientious
may, for inhibited children, maintain negatively reactive
and avoidant responses to the surrounding environment. Ru-
bin, Nelson, Hastings, and Asendorpf (1999) suggest that
some parents will perceive temperamentally reactive children
as highly vulnerable and then exhibit overly protective and di-
rective behavior to reduce child distress. These children then
maintain their reliance on adults at a time (toddlerhood and
childhood) when they should be learning to independently
cope with anxiety-provoking situations (Gazelle & Ladd,
2003). Therefore, while gentle discipline may be linked to
greater compliance and conscience development, it may
also maintain reactivity and avoidance to novel and/or social
situations for behaviorally inhibited children, increasing risk
for internalizing problems and psychopathology.

Across these different areas of parenting research, what de-
fines optimal parenting likely depends on the within-child
factors that parents are responding to, such as the reactivity
and regulatory strategies displayed by the child (Degnan
et al., 2010; Degnan, Calkins, et al., 2008), the age of the
child, as well as the goals or tasks implicated in the interaction
at hand (Luebbe et al., 2011). A global “goodness of fit” be-
tween child temperament and parenting may remain the same
or change across different stages of child development, result-
ing in specific child (Dennis, 2006; McClowry, Rodriguez, &
Koslowitz, 2008) and parent (Williford, Calkins, & Keane,
2007) outcomes. However, studies examining Temperament
� Parenting interactions typically focus on one particular
time point (Calkins & Degnan, 2006; Degnan et al., 2010).
Examinations of parenting at multiple time points in relation
to later social–emotional outcomes are needed. While parent-
ing responses at one time point (i.e., infancy) may impact
children’s prospective trajectories of behavior across early
childhood, this type of analysis does not provide information
about what the parenting environment is like during the pe-
riod of potential developmental change. For instance, contin-
ued exposure to atypical caregiving behaviors across child-
hood has been shown to negatively influence parent–child
attachment (Madigan, Voci, & Benoit, 2011), and might in-
fluence later socioemotional outcomes as well. In addition,
Hane and Fox (2009) have shown that experiencing low
mother–child mutually positive affect across infancy and tod-
dlerhood is associated with the maintenance of reactive,
avoidant behavior across toddlerhood. Thus, to explore the
child’s influence on differential relations between maternal
caregiving behavior at different ages and longitudinal pat-
terns of child behavior, the current study examined maternal
sensitivity at 9 months and maternal gentle discipline at 36
months, allowing for a glimpse into exogenous mechanisms
that might provide prospective or proximate associations
with social reticence trajectories during the early childhood
period, especially for infants greater or lower in avoidance be-
havior.

Summary and Hypotheses

Overall, infants and young children temperamentally reactive
to novelty (i.e., behaviorally inhibited) evince heightened
risk, particularly for developing social reticence and social
anxiety (Fox et al., 2005; Rubin et al., 2009). However, a
great deal of discontinuity has been observed in the links be-
tween parenting behaviors and these developmental path-
ways, suggesting differential effects due to child characteris-
tics (Degnan et al., 2010). Research on samples with wide
ranges of individual differences is needed to expose the influ-
ential child characteristics that contribute to these patterns of
multifinality. To this end, the present study builds upon pre-
vious work by examining the influence of observed behavior
in response to fear-eliciting stimuli (i.e., avoidance at 9
months) on the links between both observed maternal sensi-
tivity (9 months) and observed maternal gentle discipline
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(36 months) and the probability of membership in one of
three previously identified longitudinal risk trajectories of so-
cial reticence (Degnan et al., 2014). Research and theory sug-
gest that children temperamentally reactive to novelty need a
moderately firm parenting style (i.e., not too controlling or
overprotective) to break the cycle of reactivity, approach the
world around them, and minimize risk for psychopathology
(see Degnan et al., 2010; Rubin et al., 2009, for reviews).
Thus, in the current study, higher maternal sensitivity, during
the presentation of novel stimuli in infancy, and greater mater-
nal gentle discipline (i.e., more indirect suggestions vs. direct
assertions), assessed during a cleanup task in late toddler-
hood, were expected to relate to the high-stable risk trajectory
of social reticence across early childhood; however, infants’
level of avoidance to potentially threatening stimuli was ex-
pected to influence these relations. Specifically, children
with greater avoidance who experienced higher levels of
both parenting behaviors (maternal sensitivity and maternal
gentle discipline) were expected to maintain high, stable so-
cial reticence across early childhood. In turn, experiencing
lower levels of these parenting behaviors was expected to
support a decline in social reticence over time for infants
with greater avoidance, because lower levels of sensitivity
during novel tasks combined with more task-focused (rather
than distress-focused) caregiving behavior may encourage
the child to engage directly with the novel or challenging
tasks. In contrast, maternal sensitivity and gentle discipline
were expected to provide a more positive influence on out-
comes for the less avoidant infants, minimizing their display
of social reticence and risk for internalizing and externalizing
behavior problems across early childhood. Identifying ob-
servable behaviors (i.e., avoidance) and their moderating in-
fluence on the links between caregiving contexts and psycho-
pathological risk will enhance preventative intervention
programs’ ability to focus, target, and define their efforts
for those children and families that are most at risk.

Method

Participants

Three hundred and fifteen infants (151 males, 164 females)
were selected based on their temperamental reactivity to nov-
elty (see Hane, Fox, et al., 2008): high negative/high motor re-
active (n ¼ 105); high positive/high motor reactive (n¼ 103);
average negative/positive/motor reactive (n ¼ 83); and high
negative/high positive/high motor reactive (n ¼ 24). This re-
sulted in a sample of infants with a wide range of tempera-
mental reactivity to novelty, of which negative reactivity is of-
ten associated with heightened risk for internalizing disorders
and stress reactivity (e.g., Kagan & Snidman, 1999), while
positive reactivity has been associated with greater risk for ex-
ternalizing disorders (e.g., Degnan et al., 2011). Of these in-
fants, 63.8% were Caucasian, 14% were African American,
3.5% were Hispanic, 2.2% were Asian, 1.3% were “other,”
and 15.2% were of mixed ethnicity. Information regarding

family income was not collected; however, most mothers
(76.9%) and fathers (69.2%) were at least college educated,
with some mothers (22.5%) and some fathers (28.6%) having
at least a high school education. The other mothers’ (0.6%)
and fathers’ (2.2%) education was not reported. Across in-
fancy (up to 24 months), 81.3% families were married,
0.9% were divorced or separated, 6.0% were single mothers,
0.6% families were married by common law, 1.0% families
reported some “other” arrangement, and 10.2% did not report
their marital status.

Procedure

Following recruitment at 4 months of age (see Hane, Fox, et al.,
2008), infants were assessed at 9, 24, 36, 48, and 60 months
of age. At 9 months of age, infants were observed in the lab-
oratory during tasks from the Laboratory Temperament As-
sessment Battery (Lab-TAB, Prelocomotor version 3.1;
Goldsmith & Rothbart, 1999). At 9 and 36 months, children
were observed at home during a series of mother–child inter-
active tasks. At 24 and 36 months, behavior and affect were
observed in the laboratory during a standard behavioral inhi-
bition paradigm (Fox, Henderson, Rubin, et al., 2001; Kagan,
Reznick, & Snidman, 1987). In addition, at 24, 36, 48, and 60
months, each target child was observed in the laboratory in-
teracting with an unfamiliar, age and gender-matched peer
(i.e., nontarget), recruited from the community. After the
24-month peer assessment, target/nontarget pairs were ran-
domized for each subsequent peer assessment to maintain
the unfamiliar nature of the dyad. At each age (24 through
60 months), the peer dyads were observed during identical
freeplay, cleanup, and social problem-solving tasks. Finally,
mothers were asked to report on child behavior problems
(e.g., Child Behavior Checklist; Achenbach & Rescorla,
2000) for the 60-month assessment. For more information,
please see Degnan et al. (2014).

Measures

Infant avoidance behavior. At 9 months of age, a number of
tasks from the Lab-TAB (Goldsmith & Rothbart, 1999) were
administered, including masks and unpredictable toy. All
were carried out in accordance with Lab-TAB guidelines (for
more details, see Hane, Fox, et al., 2008). An avoidance score
for the unpredictable toy and mask tasks was derived by sub-
tracting the intensity of positive motor behavior (0–2) and ap-
proach (0–3) from the intensity of escape (0–3). An overall
avoidance score was computed as the average of these scores
across the two tasks (r ¼ .36, p , .001), with higher scores
indicating more behavioral avoidance relative to approach
(M ¼ –0.02, SD ¼ 2.02). Prior to final coding, interrater re-
liability was achieved on 15% of the cases by two indepen-
dent raters who were blind to all other data in the study (aver-
age k across tasks and codes ¼ 0.89). Compared to other
temperamental reactivity measures described above (i.e.,
negative reactivity to novelty and behavioral inhibition), the
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avoidance score here consists of an observed behavior dis-
played in response to fear-eliciting stimuli that often coin-
cides with an inhibited temperament.

Maternal sensitivity in infancy. At 9 months of age, mother
and infant dyads were observed interacting during a series
of structured and unstructured tasks during a home visit
(for more detail, see Hane & Fox, 2006; Hane, Fox, Polak-
Toste, Ghera, & Guner, 2006). The current study focuses
on maternal behavior during model building and unpredict-
able toy tasks. Using a modified version of Ainsworth’s
(1976) system, independent observers coded these interac-
tions for the degree of maternal sensitivity, including 9-point
ratings of acceptance–rejection, sensitivity–insensitivity, en-
couragement (i.e., fosters sensorimotor development), and
delight. These ratings were then averaged within task so
that higher scores indicated greater sensitivity (i.e., warm
responsiveness to infant bids). Two independent raters
achieved sound interrater reliability on 12% of cases, with
an average intraclass correlation being 0.80 for sensitivity.
A final maternal sensitivity composite was computed as the
average of sensitivity across the two structured tasks (a ¼
0.74; M ¼ 6.23, SD ¼ 0.77).

Maternal gentle discipline in toddlerhood. At 36 months of
age, another home visit was conducted during which mothers
and their children participated in a 5-min cleanup episode.
The interaction was coded for maternal discipline with an
adaptation of Kochanska’s coding scheme (Kochanska, 1995,
1997). Maternal discipline behavior was coded in 30-s epochs
in mutually exclusive categories: gentle guidance (parent
guides child in a gentle, subtle manner; uses polite sugges-
tions or hints; no verbal or physical force present); control
(parent directs child with assertions in a nonforceful, matter-
of-fact manner; issues direct commands and prohibi-
tions; not negative or overly forceful); or forceful negative con-
trol (parent directs child in a forceful, power assertive manner;
raises voice; may threaten). Levels of physical involvement
were also coded in 30-s epochs: gentle (direct physical con-
tact present; gently moves child); assertive (firm physical
contact; grabbing); or forceful-negative (physical punish-
ment; threats of punishment). If no physical involvement
was present, no score was given for that epoch. The frequen-
cies of each category of maternal discipline and physical in-
volvement were separately summed and divided by the total
number of epochs to create proportion scores. Two indepen-
dent raters achieved sound interrater reliability on each disci-
pline and physical involvement codes across 20% of the sam-
ple, with intraclass correlations averaging 0.78 for maternal
discipline behaviors and 0.80 for physical involvement
levels. A measure of total negative discipline was formed
by summing the proportion scores of control and forceful
negative control. A measure of total physical involvement
was formed by summing proportion scores across all categor-
ies (gentle, assertive, and forceful-negative). These two sums
were then averaged together to form a power assertive disci-

pline composite. Finally, as described in Kochanska (1997),
the power assertive composite was subtracted from the pro-
portion of gentle guidance discipline in order to create a mea-
sure of maternal gentle discipline, which emphasized indirect
parenting behaviors and deemphasized direct behaviors (M¼
–0.01, SD ¼ 1.39).

Longitudinal risk trajectories of social reticence. The struc-
tural equation model for multiple longitudinal risk trajectories
of social reticence, previously reported in Degnan et al.
(2014) was used in the current study. The model was analyzed
using a latent class growth analysis (LCGA; Muthén, 2004)
of repeated observational measures of social reticence at 24,
36, 48, and 60 months of age, as well as observed behavioral
inhibition at 24 and 36 months and maternal report of inter-
nalizing and externalizing behavior problems at 60 months
(see Degnan et al., 2014, for details on these measures).
The measures of social reticence consisted of children’s level
of onlooking, unoccupied, and passive social behavior with
an unfamiliar peer during freeplay, cleanup, and special toy
tasks at each time point. Specifically, latent factors of inter-
cept and slope were estimated from the longitudinal repeated
measures of social reticence. Another latent factor represent-
ing “class” or trajectory was estimated from the latent inter-
cept and slope factors (see Figure 1a). Based on multiple fit
indices, three trajectories were found to provide the best fit-
ting model: high-stable social reticence, high-decreasing so-
cial reticence, and low-increasing social reticence. Behavioral
inhibition in toddlerhood was estimated as a predictor of class
membership and results revealed that the high-stable and
high-decreasing trajectories were significantly higher on be-
havioral inhibition in toddlerhood than the low-increasing tra-
jectory. Even more important, the trajectories were differenti-
ated by internalizing and externalizing behavior problems at
60 months, such that the high-stable trajectory evidenced
the highest internalizing problems (24% above the border-
line-clinical cutoff), the low-increasing trajectory evidenced
the highest externalizing problems (13% above the border-
line-clinical cutoff), and the high-decreasing trajectory evi-
denced the lowest internalizing and externalizing problems.
This model was estimated using all 262 participants who
had behavioral inhibition and/or social reticence data at least
for one time point. Descriptive statistics for each trajectory
and the overall sample are reported in Table 1.

Summary of measures

Of the 315 participants recruited at 4 months, 204 had com-
plete data at 9 months, 226 had complete data at 24 months,
225 had complete data at 36 months, 221 had complete data at
48 months, and 199 had complete data at 60 months. Reasons
for missing data included technical difficulties with the video
collection, difficulty scheduling laboratory visits, families re-
locating, and permanent attrition (n ¼ 13).

In the present study, early measures of infant avoidance,
maternal sensitivity in infancy, maternal gentle discipline in
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toddlerhood, and their interactions were examined as predic-
tors of the longitudinal risk trajectories of social reticence,
above and beyond the predictive effects of behavioral inhibi-
tion (see Figure 1b). Specifically, an infant’s avoidance be-
havior was investigated as it moderated the associations be-
tween maternal caregiving and children’s longitudinal risk
trajectories of social reticence across early childhood. While
the initial trajectory analysis was conducted on 262 children
who had toddler behavioral inhibition data (see Degnan
et al., 2014), due to missing infant and mother–child interac-
tion data, the sample size for the current analysis was
153 cases. Participants missing data did not differ from those

not missing data on any demographic measures (gender, ma-
ternal/paternal education, or child ethnicity), predictor mea-
sures (avoidance, maternal sensitivity, or maternal gentle dis-
cipline), or probability of membership in any of the social
reticence trajectories (all ps . .10).

Data analysis plan

In a previous analysis, growth mixture modeling, a specific
type of structural equation modeling, was performed using
Mplus 6.11 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2010) to examine
the longitudinal risk trajectories of social reticence across

Figure 1. Two-step model of social reticence across early childhood: (a) latent class growth analysis of social reticence, behavioral inhibition, and
behavior problems (Degnan et al., 2014); and (b) main and interaction effects of avoidance, maternal sensitivity, and maternal gentle discipline on
probability of class membership.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for all measures across total sample and within each latent class trajectory

Total Sample
(n ¼ 262)

High SR
(n ¼ 38)

Decreasing SR
(n ¼ 120)

Low-Increasing SR
(n ¼ 104)

Female (%) 0.52 0.68 0.51 0.47
Minority (%) 0.36 0.37 0.33 0.37
9 month

Avoidance 20.02 (2.02) 0.55 (1.74) 0.03 (1.64) 20.15 (1.61)
MS 0.03 (0.75) 0.06 (0.78) 0.15 (0.76) 20.12 (0.70)

36 month MGD 20.01 (1.39) 0.27 (1.41) 20.10 (1.39) 20.03 (1.38)
24 month SR 20.01 (0.66) 0.09 (0.73) 0.33 (0.65) 20.47 (0.23)
36 month SR 0.00 (0.64) 0.32 (0.86) 0.23 (0.64) 20.39 (0.19)
48 month SR 0.00 (0.74) 1.02 (1.25) 20.13 (0.33) 20.29 (0.24)
60 month SR 0.00 (0.63) 0.74 (0.87) 20.22 (0.94) 20.10 (0.51)
24 & 36 month BI 0.00 (0.47) 0.23 (0.45)a 0.10 (0.46)a 20.19 (0.41)b
Intercept of SR 20.02 (0.29) 0.16 (0.86) 0.26 (0.77)* 20.48 (0.31)*
Slope of SR 0.00 (0.12) 0.19 (0.62)† 20.17 (0.44)* 0.11 (0.20)*
60 month

Internalizing 0.03 (1.01) 0.42 (1.42)a 0.00 (1.76)b 20.14 (1.43)b
Externalizing 20.02 (0.98) 20.16 (1.42)a 20.13 (1.54)a,b 0.20 (1.22)b

Note: SR, Social reticence; BI, behavioral inhibition; MS, maternal sensitivity; MGD, maternal gentle discipline. Different subscript letters
denote statistically significant trajectory differences on covariates and outcome measures.
†p , .07. *p , .001. Symbols denote mean intercept and slope estimate differences from zero.
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early childhood (Figure 1a; see Degnan et al., 2014, for more
details). The current study expands this work to examine the
influential role of infant avoidance on the contextual impor-
tance of maternal caregiving behavior for social behavior
and psychopathological risk over time. To this end, infant
avoidance, maternal sensitivity in infancy, and maternal gen-
tle guidance in toddlerhood, and their interactive effects were
added in a hierarchical fashion to the previous model as pre-
dictors of the probabilities of membership in the trajectories,
above and beyond that of behavioral inhibition (see
Figure 1b): (a) main effects, (b) two-way interactions, and
(c) three-way interactions. The log-likelihoods of each step
were compared with the prior step to compute the deviance,
twice the difference between two log-likelihoods, as a mea-
sure of goodness of fit (McArdle, 2007). The deviance can
be compared to a chi-square table (using the degrees of free-
dom difference) to determine whether the predictors signifi-
cantly increased model fit. If they did not substantially influ-
ence the model, then the preceding influential step was
chosen as the final model. It is important to note that quadratic
effects of maternal behavior were tested, but did not yield sig-
nificant effects and thus were not included here. Statistically
significant interaction effects were probed as in logistic re-
gression using the guidelines of Aiken and West (1991).

Results

Preliminary analyses

Before the LCGAs with predictors were performed, demo-
graphic covariates and correlations between predictors were
examined. None of the demographic measures (gender, eth-
nicity, maternal education, or 4-month temperament group)
were significantly related to the trajectories (all ps . .05).
In addition, avoidance and behavioral inhibition were not di-
rectly associated with either each other or the maternal behav-
ior measures (all ps . .05). Maternal sensitivity and maternal
gentle discipline were positively correlated, r (167) ¼ .21,
p ¼ .01. Thus, both types of parenting were simultaneously
entered in the model to examine the effects of one while con-
trolling for the effects of the other.

Temperament and maternal behavior predicting odds
of trajectory membership

A setof LCGA models was estimated todeterminewhetherearly
measures of avoidance (9 months), maternal sensitivity (9
months), maternal gentle discipline (36 months), and their inter-
actions were associated with the odds of membership in the three
trajectories of social reticence, above and beyond the effects of
behavioral inhibition.Allpredictorsweremean-centered,and in-
teraction terms (i.e., products) were computed from the mean-
centered variables. An LCGA model without any predictors, ex-
cept for behavioral inhibition,was estimated.Then, amodel with
just the main effects of avoidance, maternal sensitivity, and ma-
ternal gentle discipline, in addition to behavioral inhibition, was

estimated and significantly increased model fit, x2 (6) ¼
1012.16, p , .001. Next, all of the two-way interactions among
avoidance, maternal sensitivity, and maternal gentle discipline
were added and significantly increased model fit, x2 (6) ¼
19.98, p , .01. Finally, a model adding the three-way interaction
among avoidance, maternal sensitivity, and maternal gentle dis-
cipline was estimated. While the three-way interaction was sig-
nificant (e.g., p¼ .01, high-stable vs. high-decreasing trajecto-
ries), its addition did not significantly increase model fit, x2

(2) ¼ 2.43, p . .05. Therefore, the more parsimonious model
containing the two-way interactions among all three predictors
was probed to examine how infant avoidance influenced the ef-
fects of maternal sensitivityand maternal gentle discipline on the
longitudinal risk trajectories of social reticence.

Results were examined to contrast the high-decreasing so-
cial reticence and low-increasing social reticence trajectories
with the high-stable social reticence trajectory (Table 2). As
well, the low-increasing social reticence trajectory was con-
trasted with the high-decreasing social reticence trajectory
(Table 3). Overall, beyond behavioral inhibition, all main ef-
fects of the current predictors (avoidance, maternal sensitiv-
ity, and maternal gentle discipline) were superseded by inter-
action effects. Probing of significant interactions between
avoidance and maternal behavior examined the effect of ei-
ther maternal sensitivity or maternal gentle discipline on
odds of membership in the respective trajectories when infant
avoidance was high (þ1 SD) or low (–1 SD). Additional in-
teraction effects between maternal sensitivity and maternal

Table 2. Predictive effects of avoidance, maternal
sensitivity, maternal gentle discipline, and their
interactions compared to high-stable social reticence
trajectory

Measure B SE z Odds

High-Decreasing SR Trajectory

BI 20.52 1.12 20.46 0.25 (3.97)
Avoid 20.55 0.29 21.91 0.66 (1.52)
MS 0.12 0.84 0.14 0.93 (1.07)
Avoid×MS 20.82 0.34 22.40* 0.17 (5.81)
MGD 20.94 0.47 21.99* 0.41 (2.46)
Avoid×MGD 20.82 0.27 23.02** 0.60 (1.67)
MGD×MS 0.99 0.48 2.08* 3.06 (0.33)

Low-Increasing SR Trajectory

BI 23.53 1.34 22.64** 0.01 (146.94)
Avoid 20.41 0.29 21.42 0.61 (1.65)
MS 20.76 0.67 21.13 0.48 (2.09)
Avoid×MS 20.33 0.32 21.04 0.27 (3.71)
MGD 20.64 0.48 21.35 0.47 (2.14)
Avoid×MGD 20.95 0.27 23.56*** 0.54 (1.86)
MGD×MS 1.16 0.48 2.44* 3.35 (0.30)

Note: SR, Social reticence; BI, behavioral inhibition; MS, maternal sensitiv-
ity; MGD, maternal gentle discipline. Odds in parentheses are reciprocals and
refer to the odds of membership in the comparison profile.
*p , .05. **p , .01.
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gentle discipline were probed to examine the effect of mater-
nal sensitivity on odds of membership in the respective trajec-
tories when maternal gentle discipline was high (þ1 SD) or
low (–1 SD), at an average level of avoidance.

In comparison to the high-stable social reticence trajec-
tory, the interaction of Avoidance � Maternal Sensitivity
was significantly related to odds of membership in the
high-decreasing social reticence trajectory (Figure 2a). Spe-
cifically, when avoidance was high, maternal sensitivity was
positively associated with the odds of membership in the high-
stable social reticence trajectory, compared to the high-
decreasing social reticence trajectory (B ¼ 1.24, z ¼ 1.97,
p ¼ .05). When avoidance was low, maternal sensitivity
was not associated with the odds of membership in the high-
stable social reticence trajectory, compared to the high-
decreasing trajectory (B ¼ –1.47, z ¼ –1.16, p ¼ .25). In
comparison to the low-increasing social reticence trajectory,
when avoidance was low, maternal sensitivity was positively

Table 3. Predictive effects of avoidance, maternal
sensitivity, maternal gentle discipline, and their
interactions compared to low-increasing SR trajectory

Measure B SE z Odds

High-Decreasing SR Trajectory

BI 3.01 1.06 2.83** 12.06 (0.08)
Avoid 20.13 0.21 20.64 1.08 (0.92)
MS 0.88 0.44 1.99* 1.97 (0.51)
Avoid×MS 20.49 0.23 22.14* 0.64 (1.57)
MGD 20.30 0.35 20.84 0.86 (1.16)
Avoid×MGD 0.13 0.14 0.98 1.12 (0.89)
MGD×MS 20.17 0.23 20.75 0.91 (1.09)

Note: SR, Social reticence; BI, behavioral inhibition; MS, maternal sensitiv-
ity; MGD, maternal gentle discipline. Odds in parentheses are reciprocals and
refer to the odds of membership in the comparison profile.
*p , .05. **p , .01.

Figure 2. Interaction effect of early avoidance and maternal sensitivity on (a) the log-odds of membership in the high-stable social reticence
trajectory compared to the high-decreasing trajectory and (b) the log-odds of membership in the high-decreasing trajectory compared to the
low-increasing trajectory.
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associated with the odds of membership in the high-decreas-
ing social reticence trajectory (B ¼ 1.69, z ¼ 2.70, p ¼ .01;
Figure 2b). When avoidance was high, maternal sensitivity
was not associated with the odds of membership in the
high-decreasing social reticence trajectory, compared to the
low-increasing trajectory (B ¼ 0.06, z ¼ 0.10, p ¼ .92).

In addition, the interaction between avoidance and mater-
nal gentle discipline significantly related to the odds of mem-
bership in the high-stable social reticence trajectory in com-
parison to the high-decreasing and the low-increasing social
reticence trajectories (Figures 3a and b, respectively). Specif-
ically, when avoidance was high, maternal gentle discipline
was positively associated with the odds of membership in
the high-stable social reticence trajectory, compared to the
high-decreasing social reticence trajectory (B ¼ 2.28, z ¼
3.11, p¼ .002) and compared to the low-increasing social ret-
icence trajectory (B ¼ 2.20, z ¼ 2.91, p ¼ .004). However,
when avoidance was low, maternal gentle discipline did not
significantly differentiate any of the trajectories (all ps . .07).

Finally, the interaction between maternal sensitivity and ma-
ternal gentle discipline was significantly related to the odds of
membership in the high-stable social reticence trajectory in
comparison to the high-decreasing social reticence and low-in-
creasing social reticence trajectories (Figure 4a and b, respec-
tively). Specifically, maternal sensitivity was positively associ-
ated with the odds of membership in the high-stable social
reticence trajectory compared to the high-decreasing social ret-
icence trajectory (B¼ 1.26, z¼ 2.18, p¼ .03) and compared to
the low-increasing social reticence trajectory (B ¼ 2.38, z ¼
3.30, p¼ .001), when maternal gentle discipline was low. How-
ever, when maternal gentle discipline was high, maternal sen-
sitivity did not differentiate any of the trajectories (all ps . .20).

Discussion

The present study examined children, selected in infancy for a
wide range of temperamental reactivity to novelty, for their

Figure 3. Interaction effect of early avoidance and maternal gentle discipline on the log-odds of membership in the high-stable social reticence
trajectory compared to (a) the high-decreasing trajectory and (b) the low-increasing trajectory.
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behavioral responses to fear-eliciting tasks at 9 months of age.
Children’s level of avoidance influenced (i.e., moderated) as-
sociations between maternal caregiving behavior and longitu-
dinal trajectories of social behavior across early childhood.
Previous work revealed multiple longitudinal risk trajectories
of social reticence across early childhood: high-stable, high-
decreasing, and low-increasing (Degnan et al., 2014). These
developmental patterns of social behavior were predicted
by levels of toddler behavioral inhibition, and differentiated
by child behavior problems at 60 months of age. The two
most extreme trajectories displayed greater risk for psychopa-
thology, while the high-decreasing trajectory displayed evi-
dence for resilience across time (Degnan & Fox, 2007). The
high-stable trajectory evidenced high behavioral inhibition
in toddlerhood and the highest levels of internalizing prob-
lems. The low-increasing trajectory evidenced low behavioral
inhibition in toddlerhood and the highest levels of externaliz-
ing problems. The high-decreasing trajectory evidenced high
behavioral inhibition in toddlerhood, but the lowest levels of
internalizing and externalizing problems.

The current study expanded this work to focus on the in-
fluence that early infant behavior has on the associations be-
tween maternal caregiving behavior and membership in the
longitudinal risk trajectories of social reticence. Using inter-
active effects in a structural equation modeling framework,
the effects of maternal sensitivity during infancy and mater-
nal gentle discipline during toddlerhood were examined
when infants displayed high or low levels of avoidance to
fear-eliciting stimuli in infancy. Consistent with a focus on
the influential child, for infants who displayed greater avoid-
ance at 9 months, mothers’ displays of sensitivity across two
structured, object exploration tasks at 9 months were posi-
tively associated with membership in the high-stable social
reticence trajectory, compared to the high-decreasing social
reticence trajectory. In contrast, when infants displayed less
avoidance at 9 months, maternal sensitivity was positively as-
sociated with membership in the high-decreasing social reti-
cence trajectory compared to the low-increasing social reti-
cence trajectory. Given that the high-stable social reticence
trajectory previously evidenced risk for internalizing symp-

Figure 4. Interaction effect of maternal sensitivity and maternal gentle discipline on the log-odds of membership in the high-stable social reti-
cence trajectory versus (a) the high-decreasing trajectory and (b) the low-increasing trajectory.
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toms and the high-decreasing social reticence trajectory evi-
denced resilience (Degnan & Fox, 2007), the present results
suggest differential effects of maternal sensitivity on adaptive
or maladaptive outcomes depend on the early level of infant
avoidance behavior experienced or observed by the mother.
That is, for infants lower on avoidance, higher maternal sen-
sitivity during object exploration (i.e., heightened responsive-
ness to infant bids and following child’s focus) protected
against potential externalizing problems (low-increasing so-
cial reticence), while for infants higher on avoidance, mater-
nal sensitivity in these contexts was a risk factor for potential
internalizing problems (high-stable social reticence). Given
other findings showing that insensitive maternal behavior
during caregiving tasks (e.g., diaper changing or feeding) is
predictive of internalizing and externalizing symptoms (e.g.,
Hane, Henderson, Reeb-Sutherland, & Fox, 2010), the pres-
ent results suggest that patterns of multifinality may indicate
differential susceptibility (Pluess & Belsky, 2010) to certain
contexts (e.g., object exploration vs. caregiving tasks) for
children with specific temperamental profiles (e.g., high
avoidant vs. low avoidant). While reactive infants and chil-
dren may evoke maternal sensitivity, or a heightened focus
on infants’ emotional signals and attentional focus, in certain
contexts this may not help the child develop more adaptive
coping skills to explore the world around them. In contrast,
when mothers display more directive behavior, encouraging
exploration and approach, somewhat fearful, avoidant infants
may evidence greater resilience against their temperamental
profile, declining in their social reticence and minimizing
risk for psychopathology over time.

The present report also examined how maternal interactive
behavior at 36 months served as a more proximate factor as-
sociated with the maintenance of socially reticent behavior
with unfamiliar peers across early childhood. We found a
modest positive correlation between maternal sensitivity (9
months) and maternal gentle discipline (36 months). There-
fore, given the developmental changes that occur from in-
fancy to late toddlerhood, as well as the moderate nature of
this relation, it was important to examine whether these ma-
ternal characteristics operated in the same way at both time
points. The interaction of infant avoidance at 9 months and
maternal gentle discipline at 36 months of age was associated
with the trajectories, above and beyond the effects of maternal
sensitivity at 9 months, and differentiated the high-stable so-
cial reticence trajectory from both the high-decreasing and the
low-increasing social reticence trajectories. Specifically, ma-
ternal gentle discipline was positively associated with the
probability of membership in the high-stable social reticence
trajectory, compared to the high-decreasing or low-increasing
social reticence trajectories, when infants displayed greater
avoidance at 9 months. Gentle discipline was not associated
with membership in the trajectories when avoidance was
low, however. Therefore, as hypothesized, infants displaying
greater avoidance of fearful stimuli at 9 months whose
mothers used gentle discipline to direct the child to engage
in a cleanup activity in toddlerhood were more likely to fol-

low a high, stable pattern of social reticence across early
childhood. These findings suggest that gentle discipline
(e.g., indirect suggestions) may maintain social reticence be-
havior from toddlerhood through the preschool years for high
avoidant infants. However, for low avoidant infants, gentle
discipline in toddlerhood did not seem to influence trajecto-
ries of social reticence. This suggests that differential suscep-
tibility to maternal behavior for those with particular extreme
temperaments may have a sensitive period in infancy. The
current study focused on measures of parenting considered
to be developmentally appropriate for the age of the child (in-
fant vs. toddler); however, research is needed that assesses the
same parenting constructs across time to truly determine
whether sensitive periods or methods of parenting are influ-
encing risk and resilience outcomes. One could assume that
greater sensitivity develops into greater gentle discipline,
but this is largely unknown in the developmental literature.

In general, the effects of maternal sensitivity and gentle
discipline for high avoidant infants support the current under-
standing of parenting effects on behaviorally inhibited or so-
cially anxious children (Degnan et al., 2010; Degnan, Hender-
son, et al., 2008; Hane, Cheah, et al., 2008; Mount et al.,
2010; Wood et al., 2003). The measures of maternal behavior
in this study were collected during structured tasks with novel
objects in which there was an external goal beyond regula-
ting the child’s own reactivity (e.g., 9 months: building a
structure and touching the unpredictable toy; 36 months:
cleaning up the toys). Therefore, mothers who exhibited
lower levels of sensitivity or gentle discipline may have
been more focused on the task at hand, rather than on their
child’s reactivity to the task. Reactive and avoidant infants
may be more likely to evoke maternal focus on their affective
cues, yet a parenting style that does not follow the cue, but
challenges the infant to confront novelty, may help avoidant
infants and toddlers develop ways of distracting themselves
from distress (or being soothed for it). Instead, maternal sup-
port to confront the task in front of them may lead to greater
approach and less reticence, as well as lower risk for internal-
izing disorders. In addition, because the current measures of
maternal behavior were uncorrelated with infant avoidance,
these effects are not explained by mothers of avoidant infants
concurrently displaying greater sensitivity to their child’s be-
havior or distress. Thus, not all mothers of avoidant infants
react with heightened sensitivity and gentle discipline. It
may be that this maternal behavior is evoked from specific
types of parents or through repeated exposure to the infant’s
reactivity since birth. Studies examining maternal behaviors
in response to children’s distress to novelty have demon-
strated that maternal behaviors that soothe or protect the child
from the stressful event versus encouraging them to approach
the novelty are associated with the maintenance of fear and
inhibited behavior in toddlerhood (Kiel & Buss, 2011; Mount
et al., 2010). This ability to regulate one’s attention to achieve a
goal by preschool age has been shown to help children high in
behavioral inhibition decrease their risk for anxiety problems
(White et al., 2011), and mother–child interactions may be a
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context in which children first learn these attention regulation
skills. Future studies are needed to understand how the environ-
mental context helps shape attention mechanisms such as vig-
ilance to threat and attention shifting, as well as the physiolog-
ical and neural patterns that support these mechanisms, by
which parenting behavior may influence the development of
psychopathology for avoidant or inhibited children.

In an effort to clarify the dual role of maternal sensitivity
and maternal gentle discipline on trajectories of social reti-
cence in early childhood, controlling for infant avoidance
levels, the interaction between maternal sensitivity in infancy
and maternal gentle discipline in toddlerhood was examined.
Given the similar effects that each maternal behavior measure
showed for highly avoidant infants, and the moderate associa-
tion between maternal sensitivity and gentle discipline, it was
hypothesized that a combination of high maternal sensitivity
and high maternal gentle discipline would relate to the high-
stable social reticence trajectory. However, results revealed
that it was actually the combination of high maternal sensitiv-
ity with low maternal gentle discipline that was associated
with a greater probability of membership in the high-stable so-
cial reticence trajectory, compared to the high-decreasing and
low-increasing social reticence trajectories. In other words, in-
fants and toddlers exposed to greater maternal sensitivity were
more likely to be a member of the high-stable social reticence
trajectory when exposed to lower maternal gentle discipline.
However, when infants were exposed to lower maternal sen-
sitivity, the effect of maternal gentle guidance was reversed,
such that greater maternal gentle guidance was then associated
with a greater likelihood of membership in the high-stable so-
cial reticence trajectory, compared to the high-decreasing or
low-increasing social reticence trajectories. It is also impor-
tant to note that these effects were evident at average levels
of behavioral inhibition and infant avoidance. Thus, these ef-
fects of maternal caregiving behavior reflect associations for
the temperamentally average child, rather than one more reac-
tive to novelty or fear-eliciting stimuli. In terms of the low-in-
creasing social reticence trajectory, which was rated higher on
externalizing behavior problems in previous work (Degnan
et al., 2014), these results support main effects from the litera-
ture, where both low maternal sensitivity and low gentle dis-
cipline are associated with greater child externalizing behav-
ior problems (Leerkes, Blankson, & O’Brien, 2009; Penela
et al., 2012; Smith, Calkins, Keane, Anastopolous, & Shelton,
2004). Therefore, when considering parental strategies to in-
clude in parent training programs, one needs to consider the
influence of the child on these effects, because different par-
ent strategies may have varying implications for child risk or
resilience for different types of children. Parents told to use
specific strategies regardless of their child’s temperament
may be frustrated when the results are not what they expected.

Strengths and limitations

The current results extend the literature in multipleways. Mater-
nal caregiving behavior was examined during two develop-

mental stages, infancy and toddlerhood, thus allowing for an
examination of prospective and proximate effects of the envi-
ronment on social reticence. Temperament�Environment in-
teraction effects were explored in relation to longitudinal risk
trajectories of social reticence, rather than measures of social
functioning at one specific time point. Given the modest stabil-
ity in maternal behavior across the two assessments in the cur-
rent study and the joint effects found in relation to the low-
increasing social reticence trajectory, future work should exam-
ine parenting profiles throughout development for other
temperamental subtypes as well (e.g., frustration-prone or exu-
berant). Furthermore, longitudinal parenting profiles utilizing
similar measures over time may better describe the parenting
environment children are exposed to and greatly enhance our
understanding of children’s psychosocial development within
context. While the current study examined multiple time points
of parenting behavior, it is difficult to disentangle the measure-
ment differences from the developmental differences.

In addition, while LCGA is a useful analysis for longitudinal
data, the present trajectories do not necessarily represent quali-
tatively distinct groups in the general population. Instead, they
represent patterns within the sample examined (Bauer & Cur-
ran, 2004). Because the present sample was overselected for
negative and positive reactivity to novelty, the current results
may not be generalizable to a random, community sample.
Furthermore, observations of maternal behavior in response to
children’s actual social behavior may have been more closely
related to our outcome measure of interest than maternal behav-
iors during structured home assessments and may have yielded
different results. In addition, the present examination focused
on the early years of development, earlier than many disorders
fully emerge. Additional work should examine these factors in
relation to outcomes at later ages to determine if risk for clinical
disorder is predicted from early child and parenting measures.
Finally, while the current sample evidenced temperamental
risk, it was relatively low in stress exposure when considering
the demographic nature in terms of socioeconomic status. Stud-
ies are needed that combine temperamental risk and risk for
stress exposure in the same longitudinal samples.

Future directions for translating research on the
influential child into preventive interventions

Overall, our findings highlight the importance of child tem-
perament and the goodness of fit between parenting styles
and child temperament, as sensitivity and gentle discipline op-
erated differently for children with varying characteristics (i.e.,
higher vs lower infant avoidance). While higher sensitivity and
gentle discipline may contribute to maladaptive outcomes for
avoidant infants, different caregiving style combinations seem
to contribute to maladaptive outcomes for low avoidant infants.
These contrasting results support a continued focus on endog-
enous, individual differences such as temperament in the exam-
ination of exogenous, contextual effects such as parenting on
child risk and resilience outcomes. In addition, they suggest
that a parenting style that is structured, but flexible and respon-
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sive to changes in child behavior and affect over time, might be
best for all children. However, studies of this type of parenting
are lacking in the developmental literature. This work is sorely
needed to inform prevention and community parenting pro-
grams. The current results add to the existing literature by pro-
viding support for a parenting style that is not overly focused on
the infant’s affective cues at the expense of object exploration in
order to modify children’s inhibited and avoidant cycles and
urge them to approach the world around them (for reviews,
see Degnan et al., 2010; Rubin et al., 2009).

The current results mostly point to parenting styles that con-
tribute to the maintenance of social reticence behavior across
early childhood, but knowledge is needed regarding the specific
parenting behaviors that would help temperamentally avoidant
and behaviorally inhibited children adapt across a myriad of do-
mains. For instance, some work examining the intergenerational
transmission of anxiety has pointed to such parenting skills as
minimizing perceived threat (e.g., Muris et al., 2010), and mini-
mization of hypothetical threat in parent–child interactions is as-
sociatedwithbetterphysiological regulation inschool-agedchil-
dren (Hane & Barrios, 2011). However, for this research to
inform early intervention and prevention programs, concrete
positive parenting practices (e.g., guiding children to approach;
Mount et al., 2010) need to be clearly defined in relation to lon-
gitudinal patterns of child internalizing and externalizing out-
comes and disorders. The current project suggests that fearful
infants who experience less overall sensitivity and gentle disci-
pline may evidence a pattern of resilience over time, but this
does not explicate which behaviors should be used to impart
these effects. Further, theory suggests that quadratic effects of
parenting may be more closely related to outcomes. While the
current study did not find anysignificant effects of quadratic par-
enting measures, other research should continue to explore this
possibility.Finally, futureworkshouldexamineothercontextual
effects that may have a joint impact on parenting and child out-
comes, suchas nonmaternal childcareorchanges in familystruc-
ture and parents’marital status. Ingeneral, however, these results
suggest that any parent or child prevention or intervention
program needs to include a focus on both the child’s individual

characteristics and the specific parenting context that might sup-
portdifferent types of childrenasthey growand develop.All par-
ents would benefit from learning about their child’s tempera-
ment and being coached on how to best match their interactive
styles to their child. However, this would be particularly true
for parents of avoidant or behaviorally inhibited infants, whose
influence on parenting behavior ensues such that they are more
at risk for developing internalizing psychopathology.

Summary

Prior analyses conducted on repeated measures of social reti-
cence across early childhood yielded three different longitu-
dinal patterns: high-stable social reticence, high-decreasing so-
cial reticence, and low-increasing social reticence, further
defined by individual behavioral inhibition in toddlerhood
and shown to be at risk for later internalizing and externalizing
psychopathology (Degnan et al., 2014). The current study ex-
panded on this model to further differentiate these trajectories
by examining the interactive effects of infant avoidance and ma-
ternal caregiving behavior in infancy and toddlerhood on the
longitudinal risk trajectories of social reticence. Highly avoidant
infants with mothers exhibiting greater sensitivity (infancy) or
gentle discipline (toddlerhood) were more likely to follow the
high-stable social reticence trajectory compared to the high-de-
creasing or low-increasing trajectories. Furthermore, across
levels of avoidance, when infants’ mothers exhibited lower sen-
sitivity in infancy and lower gentle discipline in toddlerhood,
the infants were more likely to follow the high-decreasing
and low-increasing social reticence trajectories compared to
the high-stable trajectory, across early childhood. The results re-
ported here suggest that the early behavior of avoidant infants
influences maternal behavior in a fashion that exacerbates risk
for maladaptive outcomes across development. Such findings
underscore the need for future research to explore the nature
of the influence of the child on the parent and the timing and
nature of the context of parent–child interaction behaviors that
may serve to buffer against a sustained trajectory of inhibition
over time (Degnan et al., 2010; Degnan & Fox, 2007).
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